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Island pedicle advancement flap: An effective technique
for the repair of nasolabial defects
Nazolabial bölge tamirinde etkili bir yöntem-pediküllü ilerletme ada flebi
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1. What is an island pedicle advancement flap?
An island pedicle flap, also known as a V-Y advancement
flap, is a modified type of advancement flap. It is a highly
useful reconstructive option for small-to intermediate-sized
defects. Because of the lack of cutaneous connection, an
island pedicle flap is more mobile than other advancement
and rotation flaps1.
2. Where can I use the island pedicle advancement flap?
With significant subcutaneous fat, the amount of movement
one might achieve with the island pedicle advancement
flap depends primarily on the thickness of subcutaneous fat
tissue; the thicker the tissue under the flap, the more mobility
can be achieved2. Thus, the island pedicle advancement
flap can be used for defects almost anywhere on the face,
including the glabella, cheek, nose, and lip cosmetic units2. It is
especially useful for repairing defects of the alar sill, alar facial
junction, nasolabial area, and philtrum of the upper lip3,4. It
is not recommended for defects located on the scalp, where
desirable tissue mobility cannot be obtained by undermining,
and incisions extending to the galea significantly decrease
the blood supply of the flap2.

defect; the apex angle of this triangle is 30°. Two-longer
sides of the triangle should be placed along the resting
skin tension lines (RSTLs). Depending on the defect and the
direction of the RSTLs, the longer sides of the triangle may
be either linear or slightly curved in shape. Incisions should
follow the natural curves of the face to camouflage the final
appearance of the surgical scar5.
4. Importance of proper execution and undermining of
the island pedicle flap
After the appropriate triangle is drawn, an incision must be
made that penetrates the entire thickness of the subcutaneous
fat. Then, the flap can be mobilized and advanced into the
surgical defect. Narrowing the pedicle is crucial to achieve
the desired tissue movement, but excessive narrowing may
severely compromise perfusion to the flap2. As an island
pedicle flap is created in a random-based perfusion pattern,
the cross-sectional area of the pedicle should be roughly
equal to the overlying skin to preserve the perfusion to the
greatest extent. It is suggested to angle scissors downwards
during the dissection to minimize transecting the pedicle
base3.

3. How to design an island pedicle advancement flap?

5. What are the advantages of the island advancement flap?

The design of the island pedicle advancement flap consists of
a triangle with its base-(short side) standing on the surgical

The island pedicle advancement flap has several advantages
over other advancement flaps. The first and most important
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characteristic of this flap is that it enables a greater degree of tissue
mobility to be achieved than with other advancement flaps. Depending
on the individual’s anatomy, the island pedicle flap can be advanced
up to 3-4 cm in the nasolabial fold2. The other advantage of an island
pedicle flap is its ability to close the secondary defect without excising
the Burow’s triangle2. The proper-sized pedicle consists of subcutaneous
tissue with abundant blood vessels that provide an excellent blood
supply from the underlying tissue. Thus, an island pedicle flap can
be designed much larger than a single advancement flap since it is
without the concern of consequent hypoperfusion. In contrast, a single
advancement flap gets its perfusion from its distally attached part2.
Another benefit of the island pedicle flap is the use of tissue directly
adjacent to the surgical defect with a maximum matching of the skin in
color, texture, thickness, and degree of actinic skin damage3.
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Figure 2. After the first stage of Mohs micrographic surgery, the lateral
and deep surgical margins of the tumor were positive. The second
stage of Mohs surgery was applied according to the information
achieved from the Mohs cryosections (a). At the end of the second
stage of Mohs surgery, clear surgical margins were achieved (b)

Herein, we present a 65-year-old woman admitted to our clinic with
a residual basal cell carcinoma (BCC) in the previous excision area,
as revealed in her pathology report. The patient underwent elliptical
excision in another clinic with primary closure for BCC located on the
right nasolabial area 4 months ago. Her pathologic examination was
consistent with BCC of the micronodular type. Tumor was positive
in the deep and lateral surgical margins. Dermatologic examination
revealed an 18x2 mm linear scar of the previous excision on the
right nasolabial area (Figure 1). The location on the face, aggressive
histologic subtype, and positive surgical margins on the recent excision
were the tumor characteristics that were indications for Mohs
micrographic surgery6. The scar area was re-excised with Mohs surgery
using 2-3 mm margins on each side of the scar. After the first stage of
Mohs micrographic surgery, the lateral and deep surgical margins of
the tumor were positive (Figure 2a). After the second stage of Mohs
surgery, clear surgical margins were achieved with a resultant surgical
defect of 30x15 mm (Figure 2b). This defect was repaired with the
island advancement flap (Figure 3-5).
Figure 3. The resultant defect with a size of 30x15 mm. The design of
the island pedicle advancement flap is described. Note that the sides
of the flap are curvilinear as the incisions should follow the natural
curves of the face and RSTLs to optimize cosmetic outcomes. The apex
of the “triangle of the flap” is 30°

Figure 1. Linear scar of the previous excision with a size of 18x2 mm.
The scar and the 2-3 mm margins for the first stage of Mohs surgery
are marked with a surgical marker
www.turkderm.org.tr

Figure 4. The thick subcutaneous tissue of the nasolabial area
allows intended undermining without compromising perfusion, thus
allowing advancement of the flap over large distances. As seen from
the picture, the flap should be advanced at least 3-4 cm to reach the
defect (a). The flap is size-matched to the defect and can be placed on
the defect without tethering (b)
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Figure 5. The flap is pegged into the defect with several subcutaneous
sutures, which are very important to prevent bleeding to the flap area
and avoid further mobility of the flap (a). The appearance of the flap
right after the surgery (b). The final appearance of the flap area after
suture removal (c)
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